
Monday:  22 June 2020     Week 4: 

 The Enormous Turnip 
By Alexei Tolstoy 

Theme:  Soil 

Read the story: 

Once upon a time an old man planted a turnip and 

said:  “Grow, grow, little turnip, grow sweet! Grow, 

grow, little turnip, grow strong!” 

And the turnip grew sweet and strong and big and 

enormous. 

Then one day, the old man went to pull it up.  He 

pulled and pulled again, but he could not pull it up. 

He called the old woman.  The old woman pulled the 

old man, the old man pulled the turnip. 

And they pulled and pulled again, but they could not 

pull it up.   

So the old woman called her granddaughter.  The 

granddaughter pulled the old woman, the old woman 

pulled the old man, the old man pulled the turnip. 



And they pulled and pulled again, but they could not 

pull it up. 

The granddaughter called the black dog.  The black 

dog pulled the granddaughter, the granddaughter 

pulled the old woman, the old woman pulled the old 

man, the old man pulled the turnip. 

And they pulled and pulled again, but they could not 

pull it up. 

The black dog called the cat.  The cat pulled the dog, 

The dog pulled the granddaughter, the 

granddaughter pulled the old woman, the old woman 

pulled the man, the old man pulled the turnip. 

And they pulled and pulled again, but still they could 

not pull it up. 

The cat called the mouse.  The mouse called the cat,  

the cat pulled the dog, the dog pulled the 

granddaughter, the granddaughter pulled the old 

woman, the old woman pulled the old man, the old man 

pulled the turnip. 

And they pulled and pulled again, and up came the 

turnip at last! 



          

 

 

(Children, you can google ‘The Great Big Enormous 

Turnip’ by Alexei Tolstoy to watch the story). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday:  23 June 2020 

Answer the questions on  

‘The Enormous Turnip’ 

1.Is  a turnip a fruit or a vegetable? 

_________________________________________ 

2.  Who was the first person to try to pull 

the turnip out of the ground? 

_________________________________________ 

3.  Who did the granddaughter call to 

help to pull the turnip? 

_________________________________________ 

4.  Who did the black dog call to help 

with the turnip? 

_________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



 

Wednesday: 24 June 2020 (Read and answer) 

Homonyms 

What is a homonym? 

A homonym is words that have the same 

spelling but have different meanings. 

For example:  left and left 

I write with my left hand. 

I left school at 3 o’ clock. 

Other examples are: band – band 

bark – bark 

Make sentences with these homonyms: 

WORD MEANING 1 MEANING 2 

park park a car field to play 

watch watch a 

movie 

watch to tell 

the time 

bat the animal cricket bat 

 



 

1. park: 

__________________________________________________ 

1. park: 

__________________________________________________ 

2.  watch: 

__________________________________________________ 

2.  watch: 

__________________________________________________ 

3.  bat: 

__________________________________________________ 

3.  bat: 

__________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday:  25 June 2020 

Brainstorming: 

Think of a different title for this story with different characters, but 

still keep the story as the same. 

Name of Story: My Title: 

The Enormous Turnip  

Characters: My Characters: 

Old man  

Old woman  

Granddaughter  

Black dog  

Cat   

Mouse  

Setting: Setting (Where does the story 

happen) 

In the garden  

Here are some ideas: 

Names of a story:                                                   Characters: 

The huge carrot                                                       meerkat 

The gigantic banana tree                                       bear 

The giant bean                                                         lion 

TRY TO USE YOUR OWN IDEAS! 



Friday:  26 June 2020 

Phonics ‘ow’ sound 

snow show know mow 

bow crow tow glow 

row blow low slow 

 

Choose any 5 words and make your own ‘ow’ 

sentences: 

1. _________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

2. _________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

3. _________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

5. _________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

 

 

 



Monday:  22 June 2020 (Cut and paste)  

Animal Homes 

(Cut and paste) 

 



Wednesday:  24 June 2020 (Cut and paste) 

Compost 

What is Compost? 

Compost is food scraps or yard waste (often 

created from recycled matter) that can be 

used in soil to help plants grow. 

 

 



 

 

 

 


